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Modifications of general relativity usually include extra dynamical degrees of freedom, which to
date remain undetected. Here we explore the possibility of modifying Einstein’s theory by adding
solely nondynamical fields. With the minimal requirement that the theory satisfies the weak equiv-
alence principle and admits a covariant Lagrangian formulation, we show that the field equations
generically have to include higher-order derivatives of the matter fields. This has profound con-
sequences for the viability of these theories. We develop a parametrization based on a derivative
expansion and show that – to next-to-leading order – all theories are described by just two param-
eters. Our approach can be used to put stringent, theory-independent constraints on such theories,
as we demonstrate using the Newtonian limit as an example.
PACS numbers: 04.50.Kd, 04.50.-h, 04.20.-q
In four dimensions, the Lovelock theorem [1, 2] states
that the only divergence-free rank-2 tensor which is con-
structed solely from the metric gab and its derivatives up
to second differential order is the Einstein tensor, Gab ≡
Rab− 12gabR, plus a cosmological constant term (see also
some previous, more restrictive proofs by Weyl [3] and
Cartan [4]). This suggests a natural choice for the left-
hand side of Einstein’s equations (we work in units where
c = 8πG = 1):
Gab + Λgab = Tab . (1)
The right-hand side, Tab, is the matter stress-energy ten-
sor and the contracted Bianchi identity then implies that
Tab is divergence free, ∇aT ab = 0. This property is neces-
sary for geodesic motion, which guarantees that the weak
equivalence principle (universality of free fall) is satisfied.
With the mild requirement that the field equations for
the gravitational field and the matter fields be derived
by an action, the arguments above single out the action
S =
1
2
∫
d4x
√−gR+ SM [gab, ψ] , (2)
where ψ collectively denotes the matter fields, which cou-
ple minimally to gab, and so SM is understood to reduce
to the Standard Model action in the local frame.
Provided that one is not willing to give up the weak
equivalence principle, Lovelock’s theorem does not leave
much room for modifying action (2). The usual way to
go around the theorem is to add extra dynamical fields.
By doing so, however, one is inevitably introducing extra
propagating degrees of freedom. Such degrees of freedom
remain undetected to date. Hence, a major problem for
alternative theories of gravity has been to tame the be-
havior of extra degrees of freedom, so as to evade current
experimental constraints related to their existence [5].
This comes in addition to the fact that it is not at all
straightforward to construct theories with extra fields
nonminimally coupled to gravity that avoid instabilities
associated to the new degrees of freedom [6].
What we wish to consider here is the much less ex-
plored option of adding nondynamical extra fields. This
is enough to circumvent Lovelock’s theorem and, at the
same time, it does not add extra degrees of freedom.
The extra fields will then have to be auxiliary, i.e. the
field equations should allow them to be determined al-
gebraically. A limited number of such theories, such
as Palatini f(R) gravities [7–9] and Eddington-inspired
Born–Infeld (EiBI) theory [10], have indeed been studied.
Perhaps the most well-known example is Brans–Dicke
theory with ω0 = −3/2 (which is actually dynamically
equivalent to Palatini f(R) gravity [8, 9]).
One might be tempted to consider a modification of
general relativity (GR) which is not restricted by Love-
lock’s theorem, as it refers to the right-hand side of the
equations: more specifically, one may add any rank-2 ten-
sor that is solely constructed by the metric and the mat-
ter fields and is identically divergence free, so as to not
compromise the weak equivalence principle. However, it
is unclear if such a tensor actually exists. Additionally it
is reasonable to think that, if this theory is to come from
an action, the corresponding modification to action (2)
would amount to an addition of extra terms including
the matter fields, hence introducing unacceptable modi-
fication to the equations of motion of the matter sector.
Below we argue that, in theories that include auxiliary
fields, eliminating them leads precisely (and generically)
to a modification of Einstein’s equation such as the one
just described, without modifying the field equations of
the matter fields. Using this fact, we then proceed to de-
velop a very efficient parametrization of gravity theories
with auxiliary fields. The power of this parametrization
lies on the fact that it remains oblivious to the nature of
the auxiliary fields and the way they enter in the action.
As such, it allows one to study the phenomenology of such
theories and impose observational constraints in a com-
2pletely generic fashion. We finally use this parametriza-
tion to point out a specific important shortcoming of
gravity theories with auxiliary fields (which has been
pointed out for specific examples in Refs. [11–15]): their
equations contain higher-order derivatives of the matter
fields and this leads to nearly singular metrics in regimes
where space-time is expected to be perfectly smooth.
Our argument is based on the following hypotheses:
i) the theory admits a covariant Lagrangian; ii) in this
formulation any extra field is auxiliary (see also below);
and iii) the matter fields couple only to the metric in the
usual way, so that the matter Lagrangian LM reduces
to that of the Standard Model in the local frame. For
concreteness we will focus on the simplest case of just one
auxiliary field. However, this assumption is not crucial
and the generalization to N fields is straightforward. The
theory is then described by the Lagrangian
L = Lg[g,φ] + LM [g, ψ] ; (3)
Lg describes the gravitational part where the metric g
is possibly coupled to the extra field φ, for which the
tensorial rank or other characteristics are left unspecified.
Variation with respect to g and φ yields
Eab[g,φ] = Tab , (4)
Φ[g,φ] = 0 , (5)
where Eab is a generic rank-2 tensor. Variation with re-
spect to ψ will yield the field equations for the matter
fields. Our requirement that φ be an auxiliary field im-
plies that, by using Eqs. (4) and (5) (and possibly their
derivatives) in some particular combination, it is possi-
ble to obtain an algebraic equation for φ, which can be
schematically written as
F [φ,g,T] = 0 , (6)
where φ only appears at zeroth differential order. Note
that we do not necessarily require to solve Eq. (6) in
closed form. Indeed, it is sufficient to solve for φ implic-
itly, provided the implicit relation can be used to obtain a
closed set of field equations for g, where any dependence
on φ has been eliminated. It is clear that the matter
fields will appear in Eq. (6) only in the specific combina-
tion that forms the stress-energy tensor.
Let us assume that F does not depend on the mat-
ter fields at all. Then φ can be algebraically determined
in terms of the metric only through F [φ,g] = 0. Con-
sistency requires that Eq. (5) be trivially satisfied, and
Eq. (4) reduces to Eab[g] = Tab. But then, if Eab con-
tains up to second derivatives of the metric, Lovelock’s
theorem requires Eab[g] ≡ Gab+Λgab and the theory has
to be GR. The case where Eab contains more than second
derivatives of the metric does not concern us here, as the
scope of adding auxiliary fields instead of dynamical ones
was to avoid extra degrees of freedom.
On the other hand, if F depends on the matter fields,
eliminating φ from Eq. (4) will yield Eab[g,T] = Tab,
which can be written without loss of generality as
Gab + Λgab = Tab + Sab[g,T] . (7)
The precise form of Sab will obviously depend on the
specific form of the auxiliary field and how it enters the
Lagrangian. However, Sab has to have the following prop-
erties: i) it vanishes when Tµν = 0, as it was previously
shown that when F is independent of the matter fields
Eab = Gab +Λgab; and ii) It is divergence-free, as a con-
sequence of the contracted Bianchi identity and the fact
that Tµν is divergence free when the matter fields sat-
isfy their field equations. Note that this latter property
should hold identically, modulo the fact that ∇aT ab = 0,
as it should not impose any further restriction to the dy-
namics. This is consistent with the fact that Sab came
after eliminating an auxiliary field and that matter is
minimally coupled to g in the Lagrangian (3). Lastly, it
is worth mentioning that Λ need not be identified with
the cosmological constant that might appear in Lg.
We have shown that, in theories with an auxiliary field,
eliminating the latter generically corresponds to modify-
ing Einstein’s equations by adding a divergence-free ten-
sor that vanishes in vacuum. This tensor depends on the
metric, the stress-energy tensor, and their derivatives.
One could now set its origin aside and just attempt to
construct it from its constituents. We proceed by doing
so, order by order in the derivatives of the fields.
The stress-energy tensor generically contains second
derivatives1 (fermions being an exception) and this de-
fines the lowest order. The only term one could add at
the lowest order is gabT , where T ≡ T aa, so the equations
can take the form
Rab = Tab − αgabT + gabΛ + . . . , (8)
α being an arbitrary coefficient. There are no terms with
three derivatives one can construct. The terms with four
derivatives are of three types: T 2,∇2T , and contractions
between T and the Riemann tensor. The only term that
actually involves the Riemann tensor itself is R(a|bc|d)T
bc,
which can be eliminated without loss of generality in fa-
vor of other terms since ∇c∇d T ac = RabcdT bc+RbdT ab.
Assuming that the perturbative expansion does not break
down (which should be true at least in regimes where
one expects to recover GR), one could use the lowest-
order equation (8) in order to express Rab in terms of
Tab. Hence, up to fourth order in derivatives, we obtain
Sab = α1 gab T
+α2 gab T
2 + α3 T Tab + α4 gab Tcd T
cd
+α5 T
c
a Tcb + β1∇a∇b T + β2 gabT
+β3 Tab + 2β4∇c∇(a Tb)c + . . . , (9)
where αi and βj are coefficients with appropriate dimen-
sions. In the expression above we are not considering
1 We will discuss this hypothesis more extensively below.
3possible parity violating terms which would involve the
Levi-Civita tensor.
We still need to impose that Sab be divergence free,
at least to the required order, and this condition will
impose some bond between the various coefficients. At
first it might seem that the only solution is the trivial
one, αi = βj = 0. However, this is not the case, as using
the relations
(∇b −∇b)T = Rab∇a T, (10)
(∇a∇c∇a −∇c)Tcb = Rabcd∇d T ca, (11)
∇aRabcd = 2∇[cRd]b , (12)
and the lowest-order Eq. (8) leads to cancellations be-
tween terms. Indeed, imposing ∇aSab = 0 we obtain:
α1 = −β1Λ, 4α2 = (1 + 2α1) (β1 − β4),
α3 = β4 (1 + 2α1)− β1, 2α4 = β4 ,
α5 = −2β4 , β2 = −β1, β3 = −β4. (13)
The field equations finally read
Gab = Tab − Λgab
− β1Λ gab T + 1
4
(1− 2β1Λ) (β1 − β4) gab T 2
+ [β4 (1− 2β1Λ)− β1] T Tab + 1
2
β4 gab Tcd T
cd
− 2β4 T c a Tcb + β1∇a∇b T − β1 gabT
− β4 Tab + 2β4∇c∇(a Tb)c + . . . , (14)
where all coefficients are expressed in terms of β1 and
β4. It is worth noting that, although the equations above
have been obtained as a derivative expansion, they could
be equivalently obtained as a double expansion in the
small-T and small-∇T limits. More precisely, introduc-
ing a further book-keeping parameter λ associated to
each derivative of the stress-energy tensor, it can be eas-
ily verified that Eq. (14) is the most generic field equation
which satisfies the aforementioned hypotheses to O(T2)
and O(λ2T). This equivalence hinges on the symmetries
and on the tensorial rank of T. Assigning a derivative
order to T itself simply allows one to have a single book-
keeping parameter and simplifies the discussion2.
Known theories with auxiliary fields do indeed fall
within the parametrization developed above. EiBI grav-
ity in the small coupling limit corresponds to β1 = 0,
β4 = −κ/2 using the definitions of Ref. [15]. Generic
Palatini f(R) theories correspond to β4 = 0 with Λ and
β1 being dependent on the model parameters. Interest-
ingly, these two particular cases are in fact representative
of two “orthogonal” classes of corrections.
2 Note also that, when one is working with an effective description
of matter, such as fluids, quantities such as the energy density
and pressure will not be of zeroth order even though they do
not explicitly appear to contain derivatives. That can be under-
stood intuitively by the fact that a scalar field admits an effective
description as a perfect fluid.
Our analysis demonstrates that theories with auxiliary
fields, as well as any modification that does not allow for
extra degrees of freedom, inevitably lead to equations
with more than second derivatives of the matter fields.
In the absence of extra dynamical fields, such terms have
already been shown to be a major shortcoming in some
specific theory: they lead to curvature singularities when
there are sharp changes in the energy density of matter
[11–15]. This problem will generically persist in the class
of corrections we are discussing.
An analysis of the Newtonian limit is quite illuminat-
ing. For simplicity we set Λ = 0. If the cosmological
constant is to have the observed value then it can safely
be considered as a higher post-Newtonian order contri-
bution. In the limit of small velocities and small mat-
ter fields, one has gab = ηab + ǫhab and Tab = ǫρδ
0
aδ
0
b ,
where ǫ ≪ 1 is a book-keeping parameter. We define
Ψab = hab− 12ηabh, and indices are raised and lowered by
the Minkowski metric ηab. By performing the infinitesi-
mal transformation xa → xa + ǫξa where ξa satisfies
ǫξb = ǫ∂aΨ
a
b − ζ∂bT , (15)
we can impose a gauge such that ǫ∂aΨ
a
b = ζ∂bT . Here
ζ is a numerical coefficient that we shall fix later on. To
first order in ǫ, and after some manipulations, the field
equations read ∇2h0i = 0 and
− ∇
2h00
2
=
ρ
2
+
1
2
β−∇2ρ , (16)
−∇
2hij
2
=
δij
2
[
ρ− β+∇2ρ
]− [β1 − ζ] ∂i∂jρ , (17)
where β± = β1 ± β4 and i, j = 1, 2, 3. It is now evident
that setting ζ = β1 is the gauge choice that makes the
spatial part of the metric diagonal [5]. The solutions of
the equations above then are h0i = 0 and
h00 =
∫
d3x′
ρ
4π|~x− ~x′| − β−ρ , (18)
hij = δij
∫
d3x′
ρ
4π|~x− ~x′| + β+ρ δij . (19)
The last terms in Eqs. (18) and (19) depend on the local
value of the density. Thus, already at first order, it is evi-
dent that such an expansion does not fit into the standard
parametrized post-Newtonian framework [5]. The latter
has to be extended to accommodate such corrections.
It is also important to stress that the standard post-
Newtonian expansion does not assume derivatives of the
matter fields to be small. Therefore, a post-Newtonian
expansion of Eq. (14) would be valid at most to order
O(T 2) and O(λ2T ).
If one considers the metric outside a spherical source,
such as the Sun, these local terms vanish and the metric
would be identical to the Newtonian metric in GR. This
reflects the fact that in vacuo Eq. (14) reduces to Ein-
stein’s equation. However, when one considers what hap-
pens inside matter, and more specifically near the surface
of an object, then the deviation from GR is drastic.
4In particular, consider a situation where the density
has a discontinuity, as can happen on the surface of a
solid (or even for fluids that are described adequately by
polytropic equations of state near the surface [12]). Then
the metric would be discontinuous there and the corre-
sponding space-time singular. In fact, the gauge transfor-
mation (15) would not even be admissible, as the right-
hand side would diverge and it would be impossible to
eliminate the off-diagonal term of the metric. It is worth
noting that this is not a coordinate problem, neither a
problem associated with the Newtonian approximation.
One can use Eq. (14) to straightforwardly calculate in-
variants such as R or RabR
ab and check that they diverge
when T is discontinuous, unlike GR.
One can argue that discontinuities in the density are
not really physical and that the coarse-grained descrip-
tion of matter would break down, rendering our treat-
ment inadequate. This is in principle true, but in prac-
tice it does not alleviate the problem. We know from
everyday experience that very sharp transitions in den-
sity do exist in nature and one needs to go to very small
scales to resolve them. This is enough to impose very
tight constraints on β1 and β4. Let us demonstrate this
with a simple example, a calculation of the acceleration
~a = ∇h00 experienced within a thin layer in the inte-
rior and close to the surface of an object with Newtonian
mass M and radius Rs. The total acceleration reads
~a = ~aN − β−∇ρ , (20)
where ~aN is the standard Newtonian acceleration. We
assume spherical symmetry and for simplicity we take
the density of the object to be nearly constant, ρ(r) ∼ ρ0,
everywhere apart from a thin layer of width L≪ Rs near
the surface and the object is otherwise in vacuum.
If the thin layer were absent and the density had a
jump, e.g. ρ(r) = ρ0Θ(Rs − r) where Θ is the Heav-
iside function, then the correction ∇ρ would introduce
a Dirac delta contribution to the acceleration. This is
already indicative of the pathology associated with hav-
ing higher-order derivatives of matter in the gravitational
field equations. Suppose now that microphysics in the
transition region would allow for a smoother transitions
that fails to be captured in the description above. Then
one could consider the aforementioned layer to have the
following density profile:
ρ(r) = ρ0 [(Rs − r)/L]n , Rs − L < r < Rs . (21)
This can be thought of as an effective description for the
smoother transition, where L is the characteristic length
scale at which microphysics would become important and
n parametrizes the slope of the profile. Using this profile,
in the region Rs − L < r < Rs we find:
a
aN
= 1 +
3n
4πRsL
β− [(Rs − r)/L]n−1 , (22)
where we have used aN = M/R
2
s, which is valid in the
L ≪ Rs limit. To not affect the standard Newtonian
force to measurable levels in tabletop experiments, the
last term on the right-hand side of the equation above
must be much smaller than unity. Evaluating the accel-
eration at r ∼ Rs − L we obtain the constraint
(β1 − β4)≪ 4πRsL/(3n) . (23)
Note that, once G is appropriately reinstated, each copy
of Tab carries with it a G, as they only appear in this com-
bination before eliminating the auxiliary field. Modulo
fine-tuning, one could think of β1 and β4 as numerical
coefficients of order unity times a characteristic length
scale λβ squared. Then, choosing appropriate values for
Rs and L one can turn the constraint above on a con-
straint on λβ . For instance, if we choose – quite conser-
vatively – Rs to be of the order of meters and L to be of
the order of microns, then
λβ ≪ n−1/2 mm . (24)
Compared to typical astrophysical and cosmological
length scales, this is an extremely tight constraint. For
comparison, the Hubble radius squared is roughly Λ−1 ∼
1052m2. One could hope to evade this constraint by fine-
tuning the parameters. However, similar arguments can
be made for the stresses ∼ ∇hij , which would provide
a constraint on β+ = β1 + β4 in Eq. (19). Fine-tuning
would not suffice to evade both constraints.
It goes beyond the scope of our analysis to provide pre-
cise and exhaustive constraints on β1 and β4 (this will be
done elsewhere). Our goal is to demonstrate that the
theories we are discussing are unlikely to have any effect
at large scales, if they are to be compatible with local
experiments. Our analysis does not actually rule out the
possibility that eliminating an auxiliary field can affect
the value of the (effective) cosmological constant, which
could perhaps be of some value in addressing the cosmo-
logical constant problem. However, the corresponding
theory would have to accommodate at least two length
scales apart from the Planck scale: λβ and the effective
cosmological constant scale. Keeping these scales sepa-
rated without fine-tuning would not be an easy task.
Our approach has certain limitations. Sab was con-
structed under the assumption that an expansion in
derivatives (or, equivalently, a small-T and a small-∇T
expansions) is applicable, which does not have to hold in
all regimes. Our take on this is that such an expansion is
expected to be valid in regimes where experiments verify
the predictions of GR already. One could also wonder
if going to the next order in derivatives could help re-
lax the constraints. This is not the case, as adding more
derivatives of T would simply make the metric even more
sensitive to abrupt changes in the energy density.
A subtle point is that coefficients of higher-order terms
could “contaminate” the relations of Eq. (13). This is due
to the use of the lowest-order Eq. (8) in order to express
Rab in terms of Tab –and specifically because of the pres-
ence of a cosmological constant. This is already seen in
Eq. (13), where higher-order coefficients multiplied by Λ
5are added to lower-order coefficients. The presence of Λ
in such terms is required for reasons of dimensionality,
and if G were to be reinstated, all such terms would ap-
pear to be suppressed by ΛG. This guarantees that their
contribution will be negligible.
In summary, we have shown that gravity theories with
auxiliary fields effectively lead to a modification of Ein-
stein’s equations by an addition of a divergence-free sec-
ond rank tensor which is constructed solely with the
usual stress-energy tensor of matter, the metric, and their
derivatives. It would be interesting to interpret these
corrections as an effective stress-energy tensor [16]. In
these theories, the presence of higher-order derivatives
of the matter fields is inevitable. We have developed a
very general parametrization of auxiliary field theories
and showed that, to next-to-leading order in derivatives
of the matter fields, all auxiliary field theories can be
described with only two parameters (apart from the cos-
mological constant). Finally, we have shown that these
parameters can be severely constrained, as the presence
of higher-order derivatives of the matter fields in the field
equations renders the metric overly sensitive to abrupt
changes of the matter energy density. This makes it par-
ticularly challenging to construct theories with auxiliary
fields that could have any effect at large scales.
Other shortcomings, such as potential conflicts with
the standard model [17] or issues with averaging [17, 18],
have been suggested for Palatini f(R) gravity, which is
a specific auxiliary-field theory. A more detailed analy-
sis of the phenomenology of gravity theories with aux-
iliary fields, including a thorough discussion of these is-
sues for generic theories, an extension of the parametrized
post-Newtonian framework [5], and cosmological applica-
tions [19, 20], will be presented in a forthcoming publi-
cation.
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